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Enrico Letta was prime minister of Italy from 2013 to 2014, leading a grand coalition of parties from the
left and right. He is now Dean of the Paris School of International Affairs (PSIA) at Sciences
Po in Paris. Ros Taylor spoke to him just before he delivered a lecture at the LSE on 12
February 2016, shortly after the draft renegotiation deal was published.
What did you think of David Cameron’s handling of the renegotiation?
First of all, I think that there’s a genuine interest on the European Council side in finding stable
agreements that can help the British people to be comfortable remaining a member of the EU.
The negotiation process was not easy for many reasons: the discussion overlapped with many topics that are very
far from the core of the topic, like the refugee crisis. But the refugee crisis is top news in this period, and it is very
easy for people to link subjects in an incorrect way. This is why this particular period makes it so difficult to have
such a debate, and I understand why the European Council is so engaged in finding good solutions. Also, I know
Cameron. I worked with him, he’s a very, very good negotiator. So I think he is taking a good result from the first
steps of these negotiations. Of course, what will be the key point now is how to implement – and quickly – the
general statements that are on the table now, and that is of course more difficult because there are many, many
binding or legal constraints that are very complicated to apply.
“David Cameron is a very, very good negotiator.” Letta and Cameron at the G20 summit in St Petersburg
in 2013. Photo: Palazzo Chigi  via a Creative Commons 2.0 licence
So this is a deal that you would have been happy to sign up to when you were part of the European Council?
[He laughs] You know, if we take a look at the big picture, I think it tells us that we can’t have a Brexit as a positive
outcome of this situation – neither for the UK nor for the EU. For many reasons. First of all, because the EU will lose
one of its main pillars. You know, there’s always here in the United Kingdom an under-evaluation of the role of the
UK inside the EU and in the EU’s successes. But I’m sure that, for instance, the single market – which is the most
important success in 70 years of the EU – is mostly because of the UK’s role. The EU will lose a big pillar, but of
course the UK too will have a lot of problems. When I say problems, I say first of all the superiority of London will be
affected. London is today the financial capital of Europe and one of the four or five financial capitals of the world. But
it was not the case 30 years ago when the single market was not in place. It is the case today, of course, because of
the UK has performed very well in recent years, but also because of the single market. London is the open door to
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the richest market in the world, and for London to be here and to be in the single market is so important. But of
course I also know this point is a domestic one – the point about the unity of the UK. It’s not a marginal problem. I
think there will be a lot of negative consequences, a lot of problems for the UK, Scotland – even in Northern Ireland I
heard worried voices. The consequences for Ireland will be terrible.
If you had the chance to reform the EU now through a renegotiation, what would be your priority?
I think this is one of the key points of the referendum. We will miss a big opportunity if we don’t take this referendum
as the main opportunity to overcome the difficulties of Europe today, and push the competitiveness – the lost
competitiveness – of Europe. The key point, in my view, is that we have to move clearly towards a two-circle
Europe, and I am a little bit concerned because I don’t see the goodwill to take the referendum as an opportunity for
a big change in the EU’s architecture. It would be, in my view, positive for both – positive for the UK: the UK would
consider this really important for the EU as a whole, not only [as a fix for its] domestic problems. And it would be
important for Europe too, because Europe needs to have some kind of some external push to [reform its] core. This
is why I think we need to move toward a two-circle Europe. When I say two-circle Europe, I mean a large EU of 28
without the call of ever-closer union, but sharing policies like the single market, foreign trade, foreign and security
policy with the rest of the union.
More than simply eurozone/non-eurozone groupings?
The idea of having a large circle of 28 is also going to be attractive to countries like Switzerland, Norway and Serbia
that are today out of the EU. In my view, they could consider being members in the future because being a member
in that situation doesn’t mean being obliged to [sign up to] further integration or to be on a federal roadmap. Then
the core circle of the euro area countries would be able to take this opportunity to move towards a more integrated
euro area. Because without economic union, just with monetary union alone, the euro area doesn’t work. The lack
of economic union in many, many fields – I mean capital markets, I mean telecoms, I mean banking union – we
didn’t finalise this, and the problems are out there and they are really very complicated. This is why I think this idea is
a win-win solution: it’s a win for the UK, it’s a win for eurozone members, for continental Europe.
You now work in France, where Marine Le Pen is leading the Front National to a surge in popularity. Given the FN
and similar nationalist parties in other countries all want to leave the EU, are you worried about her success?
The French [electoral] system doesn’t allow us to think that Marine Le Pen would be the next president, because
of the ballot [the two-candidate presidential runoff]. I think she will be one of the two, and I think her score in the
second ballot will be absolutely better than the one her father had 15 years ago. So I think she is competitive, and
we must not underestimate the role of Marine Le Pen and the Front National, even if it would be difficult for her to be
president, because her strength is not only linked to issues like migrants and so on. There is, in France, something
more. It is linked, in my view, to the relationship between the elites and the people: there is an angry fight between
people and the establishment elite. It is not just a French situation. Look at what is happening in the US in this
period. But in France there’s a big, big fight against the so-called elites, so I think the electoral campaign will be fairly
tough, very difficult.
Dean Enrico Letta delivered a lecture at the LSE on The Future of the EU in the Face of Brexit. A podcast of his
lecture is available here.
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